An Inter House Hindi Poem Recitation Competition was held on 15 May 2018 for classes VII- VIII. The students participated with enthusiastic zeal and recited their compositions to the best of their ability. The students took us to the world of poetry and imagination through beautiful lines which they recited through their poems. The competition helped children boost up their level of confidence. It brought the students to the forefront of winning spirit but ultimately the best ones bagged the prizes.

The competition was won by the following students:

MIMANSA RAWAT       VIII F       NEETI HOUSE       I PRIZE
ANANYA KATIYAR      VII E        NEETI HOUSE       II PRIZE
AKANKSHA VERMA       VII F        SHAKTI HOUSE      III PRIZE
SHREYA               VII F        SHAKTI HOUSE      III PRIZE

Divkaran Singh VIII A  PREETI HOUSE  ENCOURAGEMENT PRIZE